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ABSTRACT In multiple biological systems, vital intracellular signaling processes occur locally in minute periplasmic
subspaces often referred to as signaling microdomains. The number of signaling molecules in these microdomains is small
enough to render the notion of continuous concentration changes invalid, such that signaling events are better described using
stochastic rather than deterministic methods. Of particular interest is the dyadic cleft in the cardiac myocyte, where short-lived,
local increases in intracellular Ca21 known as Ca21 sparks regulate excitation-contraction coupling. The geometry of dyadic
spaces can alter in disease and development and display signiﬁcant interspecies variability. We created and studied a 3D
Monte Carlo model of the dyadic cleft, specifying the spatial localization of L-type Ca21 channels and ryanodine receptors. Our
analysis revealed how reaction speciﬁcity and efﬁciency are regulated by microdomain geometry as well as the physical
separation of signaling molecules into functional complexes. The spark amplitude and rise time were found to be highly
dependent on the concentration of activated channels per dyadic cleft and on the intermembrane separation, but not very sen-
sitive to other cleft dimensions. The role of L-type Ca21 channel and ryanodine receptor phosphorylation was also examined.
We anticipate that this modeling approach may be applied to other systems (e.g., neuronal growth cones and chemotactic cells)
to create a general description of stochastic events in Ca21 signaling.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, it has become apparent that multiple
intracellular signaling processes occur in minute periplasmic
subspaces, often referred to as signaling microdomains (1,2).
These are membrane-restricted subcellular spaces where
vital, local signaling events can take place to regulate cell
function. In these small reaction volumes (in the attoliter
range) (3–7), the number of reactant molecules correspond-
ing to physiologically relevant concentrations can be ex-
ceedingly low. The reaction system thus cannot be accurately
described by a continuous, deterministic approach based on
reaction-diffusion ‘‘partial differential equations’’, since ﬂuc-
tuations around average values become important and
stochastic behavior dominates (8). Here, the familiar macro-
scopic notion of concentration is no longer useful, necessi-
tating the use of stochastic methods to better describe
signaling events. One important example of a microdomain
where stochastic events are expected to be prominent is the
dyadic cleft of the ventricular myocyte. The dyadic cleft spans
an estimated 10- to 12-nm gap (3–7,9) between the voltage-
gated L-type Ca21 channels (LCCs) on the transverse tubule
(TT) membrane, and ryanodine receptors (RyRs) on the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). In response to depolarization of
the cardiac action potential (AP), Ca21 inﬂux via LCCs
traverses the intracellular compartment to trigger Ca21 release
from the closely apposed SR via adjacent Ca21-sensitive
RyRs (Fig. 1 A). These events can trigger a fundamentally
important positive feedback mechanism of amplifying Ca21
signals known as Ca21-induced Ca21 release (CICR) (10).
Advances in live-cell imaging techniques have resulted in
ever increasing insights into the local Ca21 signaling mech-
anisms that underlie excitation-contraction (EC) coupling.
Although it was known that CICR is responsible for the
global Ca21 transient that triggers myocyte contraction, the
local nature of the EC coupling control mechanism was not
clearly revealed until the discovery of Ca21 sparks by Cheng
and co-workers (11). Ca21 sparks, also identiﬁed as elemen-
tary events of Ca21 release, were ﬁrst discovered in quies-
cent rat heart cells using confocal microscopy and the
ﬂuorescent Ca21 probe ﬂuo-3 (11). They are short-lived,
local increases in intracellular Ca21 that may occur sponta-
neously or in response to excitation. A single-channel LCC
current has been found to be sufﬁcient (12) to activate a
cluster of several RyRs to form a Ca21 spark, whereas the
spatiotemporal summation of Ca21 sparks gives rise to the
cellwide phenomenon of the Ca21 transient.
Over the years, there has been mounting evidence that
the control of CICR is contingent upon local Ca21 in the
immediate vicinity of the channels, rather than whole-cell
Ca21 (12–14). In 1992, Stern proposed the local control
theory of EC coupling (see, e.g., Greenstein and Winslow
(4), Stern (13), and Niggli and Lederer (15)), which asserts
that tight regulation of CICR is made possible by the
clustering of LCCs and RyRs into discrete units of Ca21
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release, rendering them sensitive to local rather than global
Ca21 levels. In other words, macroscopic Ca21 release events
are intrinsically controlled by the conductance properties
(gating and ion permeation) of individual LCCs and RyRs,
and the relative spatial localization of the two channel types.
The trigger LCC Ca21 inﬂux has been found to have a tight,
smoothly graded control of SR Ca21 release, despite the fact
that CICR is a self-regenerative process that intuitively leads
to an all-or-none response. This paradox of Ca21 regulation
can be explained by the spatial coupling of LCCs and RyRs
into functional release units that are able to operate inde-
pendently, hence providing further evidence for the local
control theory. In the rest of this article, we will refer to the
site of local control, or the functional Ca21 release unit, as
the dyadic cleft (4).
In addition to the type and number of Ca21 channels in the
dyadic cleft, the geometry of this functionally signiﬁcant
microdomain is critical to the analysis of Ca21 regulation.
The dyadic cleft has been estimated to have a radius of 0.05–
0.2 mm, and a height of 10–12 nm (3–7), which gives rise to
a volume ;1.0–20.0 3 1013 mL if a cylindrical cleft
geometry is assumed. During Ca21 spark formation, the
local [Ca21] in this small compartment may reach a peak of
100 mM to 1 mM during the ﬁrst 10 ms, and decline rapidly
with a halftime of 20 ms to the diastolic [Ca21] of 1 mM or
less (3,6,11,16). These concentration values translate to a
maximum of;1000 ions at peak [Ca21], and only 1–2 Ca21
ions at rest. Hence, it is clear that at the level of local Ca21
signaling, the number of Ca21 ions can be small enough to
render the notion of continuous concentration changes in-
valid (8). One aspect of cleft geometry that may be a possible
feature in failing myocytes is a dramatic phenotypical change
in structure, which has been associated with abnormal Ca21
signaling (17–19).
Another important aspect of Ca21 regulation is the
possibility that various signaling events can be capable of
modulating the properties of molecular species responsible
for Ca21 release and uptake. In microdomains like the dyadic
cleft, the b-adrenergic receptor (b-AR) signaling complex
may be colocalized with immediate downstream effectors
into multimolecular complexes for speciﬁc signal transduc-
tion to Ca21 channels (20,21). Numerous studies have shown
a correlation between sustained b-adrenergic stimulation and
cardiac dysfunction (22). It is also known that b-adrenergic
agonists are able to increase force development and accel-
erate contractile relaxation by altering channel gating proper-
ties. Excessive b-adrenergic stimulation, however, may lead
to LCC and RyR hyperphosphorylation, which can impair
contractility and cause heart failure (22–24).
In recent years, several computational models incorporat-
ing either fully deterministic or partially deterministic methods
(3,4,7,25–27) have been developed to explore Ca21 dynam-
ics in the dyadic space. However, Ca21 signaling at the level
of individual clefts is highly stochastic and dependent on lo-
cal Ca21, suggesting that nondeterministic simulation methods
are necessary to achieve a sufﬁciently detailed description of
signaling events.
Here we use a 3D Monte Carlo approach to better describe
Ca21 regulation within dyadic clefts of cardiac myocytes.
To account for events that involve individual diffusing
and reacting molecules, we examined a completely stochas-
tic simulation of localized Ca21 signaling. Simulations are
performed with MCell (www.mcell.cnl.salk.edu), a software
package designed for realistic simulations of cellular micro-
physiology. Using this approach, we are able to track the
positions of individual molecules on different spatial and
temporal scales, as well as predict how speciﬁc changes in
the physical environment might inﬂuence Ca21 signaling.
We incorporate, to the largest possible extent, information
from available literature into a dyadic cleft model of hypo-
thetical dimensions. Despite extensive studies over the years
on Ca21 spark properties, the exact nature and deﬁnition of
sparks still remain controversial (28,29). Our model is in-
tended to capture the properties of the dyadic cleft as a fun-
damental site of Ca21 release (9,30–32) by describing in
detail the basic elements thought to be necessary for spark
formation. In addition, we consider the role of geometry and
protein kinase A (PKA)-mediated phosphorylation in Ca21
regulation in the cleft.
FIGURE 1 Visualization of the model layout and elements. (A) Extracel-
lular Ca21 (red) enters the dyadic space via LCCs (blue) to trigger SR Ca21
release from the Ca21-sensitive RyRs (yellow). (B) The standard model cleft
is assumed to be a rectangular space where the distance between the TT and
SR membranes, denoted as Dcleft, is normally 12 nm. The lateral section is
square with the x,y dimensions denoted as Lcleft. Bearing in mind the
potential variability of cleft geometry, we compare models with ﬁxed
numbers of channels and Lcleft varying from 100 to 500 nm. Depicted in the
ﬁgure is the case where Lcleft ¼ 100 nm. (C) Here, the channel density
remains unchanged, whereas the model dimensions are changed. The
dimensions are Lcleft,1 ¼ 100 nm, Lcleft,2 ¼ 400 nm, and Dcleft ¼ 12 nm. (D)
Models of varying Dcleft are compared: 12 nm (left), 25 nm (center), and 40
nm (right). Lcleft is ﬁxed at 100 nm. An increase in the average distance
between LCCs and RyRs may reduce the triggering of SR Ca21 release.
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METHODS
Structural considerations
The modeled cleft space
Imaging studies in skeletal and cardiac muscles have shown that clusters of
RyRs are physically separated on junctional domains of the SR membrane
(jSR) (9). It has also been reported that, depending on species, a few tens to
up to 200 RyRs are clustered in regular lattice arrays (7). A recent study on
channel locations in frog myocytes (33) showed that LCCs also reside in
clusters on the sarcolemmal membrane. Moreover, optical experiments ex-
amining the distribution of proteins involved in EC coupling indicate that
LCCs and RyRs are colocalized into discrete Ca21 release units (CaRU)
(34,35). Dissipation of local [Ca21] from each CaRU takes place so rapidly
that it does not normally trigger SR Ca21 release at neighboring junctions.
The above ﬁndings provide strong evidence for the spatial and functional
independence of single dyadic clefts, and support the notion that discretized
units of Ca21 release microdomains play a major role in EC coupling. In
keeping with these observations, we simulate individual dyadic clefts sepa-
rately as independent units.
Cleft geometry
For the purposes of our model we assume that the standard cleft is a
rectangular space with a square lateral section of x,y dimensions denoted as
Lcleft, and a z dimension of 12 nm between the TT and SR membranes,
denoted as Dcleft (Fig. 1 B). Ca
21 that escapes from the cleft is unlikely to
return due to rapid dissipation into the larger surrounding cytosolic space.
Hence the cleft sidewalls are regarded as Ca21-absorbing surfaces, whereas
the top and bottom walls are Ca21-reﬂecting to account for the imperme-
ability of cell membranes (more on boundary conditions below).
The separation between the SR and exterior membranes may be relatively
conserved at 10–12 nm; however, other geometrical properties of clefts
differ widely across varying species and muscle types (9). In previous
cardiac models, the dyadic cleft has been estimated to span 0.05–0.2 mm in
radius and 10–12 nm in height (3–7). However, the complex micro-
architecture, more speciﬁcally the shape and size of this space, is not
explicitly known. Bearing in mind the potential variability of cleft geometry,
we compare models with Lcleft ranging from 0.1–0.5 mm, and volumes
ranging from 1.2–30.03 1013 mL. We compare different channel densities
by ﬁxing the numbers of channels, and also compare clefts of different
dimensions where the channel density remains unchanged (Fig. 1 C).
Boundary conditions
Although the dyadic cleft is modeled as a functionally independent unit, it is
not isolated in the sense that we do take into account the escape of Ca21 into
the surrounding cytosol. MCell maps the positions of surfaces and effector
sites (e.g., channel proteins and receptors) in space, and tracks the positions
of individual diffusing ligands at every time step. When a ligand is detected
at a point of intersection with a surface, there can be different possible
outcomes depending on the properties of the surface. For example, at the
point of intersection, the surface may be reﬂective, transparent, absorptive,
or occupied by an effector site with an associated chemical reaction mech-
anism. After entering the dyadic cleft, free Ca21 ions may escape into the
neighboring space by diffusion. To account for this escape, the four side-
walls of the rectangular cleft are modiﬁed to absorb any Ca21 ions that come
into contact. This modiﬁcation is based on the assumption that the return of
Ca21 into the cleft by diffusion is insigniﬁcant, since the cleft volume is
considerably smaller than the surrounding cytosolic volume. The top and
bottom surfaces are modiﬁed to reﬂect Ca21 back into the cleft, to represent
the impermeable phospholipid bilayers of the TT and SR membranes,
respectively.
The placement of absorptive surfaces at the boundaries of the cleft raised
the possibility of a discontinuity in the diffusion gradient along the edges of
the cleft. To investigate this effect, large volumes were placed around the
cleft, which moved the absorptive surfaces away from the boundaries of the
cleft and allowed reentry of Ca21 into the cleft. It was found that the in-
troduction of a pericleft volume to the model did not signiﬁcantly affect the
characteristics of the original Ca21 response (see Supplementary Material).
This afﬁrms that the return of Ca21 into the cleft is insigniﬁcant and that
absorptive boundary conditions can be assumed.
Disruption of TT morphology
There is evidence that TT morphology transforms during myocyte devel-
opment and heart failure, and that these transformations might be closely
linked to observed functional variations in the cell. Instances of such mor-
phology changes in pathologic conditions include abnormally shaped TTs in
hypertrophic human heart (17), and TT damage or loss in canine tachy-
cardia-dilated cardiomyopathy (18).
TTs are composed of interconnected elements resembling caveolae (19),
which are infoldings of the surface membrane in cells lacking TTs (e.g.,
atrial cells and neonatal cardiomyocytes). In a study on Ca21 sparks pro-
duced in caveolae (36), it was proposed that a 20- to 50-nm increase in the
distance between the membranes on which LCCs and RyRs reside might
produce sparks with altered spatiotemporal characteristics.
When Wang et al. applied a GV-seal patch-clamp on the TT membrane,
the efﬁcacy of CICRwas observed to be greatly reduced, most likely due to a
signiﬁcant degree of LCC/RyR uncoupling caused by membrane deforma-
tion associated with the GV-seal (37). This anomalous phenomenon was not
observed when a loose MV-seal patch-clamp was applied instead. Studies
involving aligned and nonaligned myocytes have also associated changes in
myocyte morphology with altered channel properties (38), possibly due to
the disrupted spatial relationship between channels.
The observations described above point toward the likelihood that
disruption of the dyadic cleft geometry, including Dcleft, can interfere with
the tight local control between LCCs and RyRs, and lead to pathological
alterations in Ca21 signaling. A spatial change in LCC/RyR organization in
failing hearts may adversely affect the triggering of SR Ca21 release by LCC
Ca21 inﬂux (39). This spatial change is often associatedwith an increase in the
average distance between LCCs and RyRs (40). Although the structure of our
model does not closely replicate the 3Dmicroarchitecture of a dyadic cleft, we
are able to take advantage of its simplicity to make predictions about the
effects of altering Dcleft. We ﬁrst observe the Ca
21 release events that take
place in a model with a normalDcleft of 12 nm.We then observe the effects of
changing Dcleft systematically to small (9 nm) or large (up to 40 nm) values
existing outside the physiological range believed to be possible (Fig. 1 D).
Model formulation
Channel stoichiometry
Due to the numerous unknowns in the system we are modeling, it is chal-
lenging, if not impossible, to create a model that can reproduce physiological
events with absolute accuracy. Next we describe the experimental data serving
as the basis for some of the assumptions we make.
When modeling the dyadic cleft, one should keep in mind that the
reported densities of Ca21 channel proteins are often ambiguous since they
are dependent on the intrinsic architecture of the clefts and may also vary
between different species (41) and muscle types. In an ultrastructural study
on rat ventricular myocytes (42), the densities of LCCs and RyRs are
reported to be 84/mm2 and 765/mm2, respectively. In the body muscles of
arthropods, the density of RyRs has been estimated to be 1275–1890/mm2
(41), which translates to 15–28 RyRs residing on a square patch of jSR
membrane area of Lcleft ;0.1–0.15 mm (CaRUs in the body muscles of
arthropods and the skeletal and cardiac muscles of vertebrates have been
found to have similar architectures (41)). In specifying the number of
channels in each cleft, we consider the above-mentioned data on channel
densities, as well as the likely stoichiometry of LCC/RyR coupling. It was
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reported that a single LCC is able to trigger the opening of four to six RyRs
to generate a spark (37), using a patch-clamp method in conjunction with
confocal microscopy. In most simulations described below, a hypothetical
dyadic cleft of variable Lcleft is composed of ﬁve LCCs and 25 RyRs.
LCC gating and permeation
There have been extensive studies in recent years that analyze and
characterize single LCC properties in healthy heart cells, and also under a
range of conditions that might indicate an increased susceptibility to disease
(23,43). We model the stochastic gating of LCCs by specifying unimolecular
transitions between adjacent open and closed states. MCell calculates
reaction transition probabilities according to user-speciﬁed rate constants
and determines which transitions will occur per time step. Rate constants
(units s1) for LCC gating are derived from a study on single LCC
availability and open probability (Po) in healthy and failing human ventricles
(43) (Table 1).
Cytosolic [Ca21] (;100 nM) is 10,000 times lower than that in both the
SR and extracellular space (;1 mM) (6), creating a strong electrochemical
gradient for the passage of Ca21 ions into the dyadic space when Ca21
channels are open. A faithful representation of this gradient across the TT
and SR membranes will require the introduction of correspondingly large
amounts of Ca21 outside the modeled cleft. Some approximations of SR and
extracellular volumes will also have to be made to reproduce the conditions
that create a driving force for Ca21 entry. This approach is not feasible
in reality because of the required computational time and expense. Instead,
we seek to simulate permeation as a quantiﬁable generation of Ca21 ions
that ﬂow from effector-site (channel) locations into the cleft. This is done
by expressing unitary Ca21 current (iLCC, units pA) in terms of the rate of
Ca21 entry (units s1).
For each channel, only one reaction event (e.g., single ion entry and
channel gating) may occur per Monte Carlo decision time step. Although the
channel is in an open state, Ca21 inﬂux takes place via transitions of the open
state back to itself (Fig. 2, A–D), according to a unimolecular transition
probability that is calculated from the speciﬁed rate of ion generation.
Unitary current can be modeled with reasonable accuracy if the simulation
time step is sufﬁciently small. For example, 1.3 pA of current is equivalent to
the entry of four divalent ions perms, or one ion per 0.25ms. This implies that
a time step of 0.25 ms is small enough to simulate any current not exceeding
1.3 pA. For the purposes of our model, we use a 0.25-ms time step throughout
all simulations. This time step has been shown to be sufﬁciently small,
as demonstrated by additional studies in which a range of smaller time steps
(up to 10 times smaller at 0.025ms) were used (see SupplementaryMaterial).
Single LCCs from intact rat ventricular myocytes clamped at 0 mV have
been found to elicit inward iLCC ;0.3 pA (37), which translates to ion
generation at a rate of;106 s1 (Table 1). In the model, LCC channel gating
is described by transitions between a single closed and open state. Fig. 2 A
shows the detailed state diagram for the LCC. The kinetics of all LCC
reaction mechanisms (gating, permeation, and inactivation) are based on
experimentally-derived parameters (37,44,45,43) presented in Table 1. The
kinetics presented in the schemes is further explained below.
Inactivation of LCC currents
The inactivation of LCC currents serves as a way to constrain trigger Ca21
inﬂux during the cardiac AP and allows the EC coupling system to return to
basal conditions during diastole. It is controlled by processes dependent
on membrane potential and intracellular Ca21 (46,47,44), known as voltage
inactivation and Ca21 inactivation, respectively. When the LCC is held
persistently at a depolarized membrane potential, it can enter and stay in the
voltage-inactivated state until membrane repolarization is introduced. In this
model, the LCC is able to probabilistically enter a voltage-inactivated state
from every reaction state (Fig. 2 A), governed by a rate constant derived from
experimental ﬁndings (44) (see Table 1).
Ca21 inactivation is a negative feedback mechanism triggered by elevated
levels of intracellular Ca21. It has been established that calmodulin (CaM),
which is constitutively tethered to the LCC complex, is the Ca21 sensor for
this mode of inactivation (48). Results from the same study also suggest that
Ca21-dependent inactivation is contingent on the binding of two Ca21 ions
to each of the high-afﬁnity sites of CaM, after which the Ca21/CaM complex
undergoes a conformational change that leads to channel inactivation. The
LCC remains in this nonconducting state until the inactivation process is
TABLE 1 L-type Ca21 channel parameters
State transitions Rate constants Source
Unitary conductance
O14 O1 1 3 106 s1 Wang et al. (37)
O24 O2 (iLCC ;0.3 pA) 0mV, 23–25C, rat ventricular myocyte.
Ca21-inactivation
C1/ C2/ Ca21-inact. 2.3 3 106 M1 s1 Johnson et al. (45)





All/ Voltage-inact. 3.15 s1 Findlay et al. (44)
110 mV, 23C, guinea pig ventricular myocyte
Gating
Nonphosphorylated
O1/ C1 topen ¼ 0.50 ms
O2/ C2 ko/c ¼ 2000 s1 Schro¨der et al. (43)
C1/ O1 tclosed ¼ 21.8 ms 120 mV, 21–23C, human ventricles (nonfailing and failing)
C2/ O2 kc/o ¼ 45.87 s1
Phosphorylated
O1/ C1 topen ¼ 0.69 ms
O2/ C2 ko/c ¼ 1449 s1
C1/ O1 tclosed ¼ 13.7 ms
C2/ O2 kc/o ¼ 72.99 s1
2002 Koh et al.
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reversed in the event of a decrease in intracellular Ca21 level. The Ca21-
binding and unbinding events leading to and from Ca21 inactivation are
reﬂected in the detailed model schematic (Fig. 2 A; (45)).
RyR state diagram
Saftenku et al. have assessed and described the gating behavior of single car-
diac RyRs, using maximum likelihood analysis to estimate single-channel
kinetic parameters from experimentally observed dwell times (49). Based on
their studies (49), we adopt a Markovian model of the cardiac RyR that
reportedly ranked highest among the others, according to the Schwartz
criterion. The adopted schematic accounts for activation of the RyR by
Ca21, as well as channel gating between adjacent closed and open states. To
complete the description of RyR activity, we append an additional reaction
state that represents Ca21-dependent inactivation (Fig. 2 C).
RyR permeation
We incorporate a unitary RyR current (iRyR) of ;0.1 pA, equivalent to an
ion generation rate;0.353 106 s1. As is the case for LCC unitary current,
this value for iRyR falls within the range of ion generation that may be
accurately represented using a 0.25-ms time step. It has been reported that
physiological unitary RyR current should be ,0.6 pA (50), and possibly as
little as 0.07 pA (16). The unitary current value we use corresponds to that
from the formulation of an earlier cardiac model (4), where the concentra-
tion-dependent SR release ﬂux through single RyRs can be approximated to
give rise to unitary currents of ;0.09–0.15 pA during a cardiac cycle.
Termination of SR Ca21 release
Intuitively, CICR seems to be a self-regenerating process operating on the
positive feedback of SR release Ca21. This scenario implies the possibility
of unstable global Ca21 oscillations, which we know is not the case in
healthy myocytes. A negative control mechanism must exist to terminate the
Ca21 spark by interrupting SR Ca21 release. In 1985, Fabiato ﬁrst proposed
a Ca21-dependent, negative feedback process of CICR inactivation (10). In
later years, other mechanisms were proposed, and there has been a growing
consensus that the negative control mechanism is actually a composite of
processes acting in concert to terminate Ca21 release through the RyRs
(7,53). The different hypotheses include (we refer to reviews in (51,52)):
1. Ca21-dependent inactivation. Experiments have shown that RyRs in
cardiac cells are sensitive to jSR Ca21, and turn off after free [Ca21]
reach high levels.
2. Stochastic attrition. All the RyRs in a release unit have the inherent
quality of closing randomly. This process is sensitive to the number of
channels in a cluster (13).
3. Adaptation.
4. Depletion of jSR or lumenal [Ca21].
5. Time-dependent RyR inactivation.
The exact negative control mechanism is still a matter of debate. We
choose to model Ca21-dependent inactivation as a likely mechanism for the
termination of SR Ca21 release. Ca21-dependent inactivation is incorpo-
rated into the RyR gating scheme by introducing state transitions into an
inactivated state as mediated by Ca21 binding (Table 2 and Fig. 2 C) (53).
Such transitions are able to proceed from hand-picked states (O1, C3) found
to be prevalent in the scheme. Once inactivated, the RyR is able to recover
and return to the basal state via Ca21 dissociation. In a parameter sensitivity
study shown in Supplementary Material, we ﬁnd the range of rates for RyR
recovery from inactivation under which the system can display stable
behavior. Should RyR recovery happen too readily, there is a possibility that
premature sparks can occur before the onset of the next AP. This implies
a deregulation of the EC coupling mechanism and a possible trigger of
FIGURE 2 Complete state diagrams for the LCC (A)
and RyR (C andD). These models incorporate a common
schematic for channel gating and permeation that is
summarized in panelB. The generation of Ca21 (indicated
by asterisks) is facilitated by open-state (O) transitions
back to themselves according to a probability of unimo-
lecular transition. (A) The LCC enters a Ca21-inactivated
state after two Ca21-binding events associated with high-
afﬁnity CaM sites, whereas recovery from Ca21 inacti-
vation is governed by dissociation of Ca21 from the
CaM/LCC complex. Voltage inactivation may proceed
from any of the LCC-residing states, and is assumed to
be irreversible during the simulation of 250-ms duration.
Both nonphosphorylated and phosphorylated LCC
models follow the scheme depicted in panel A, but use
different reaction parameters that were obtained from
Schro¨der et al. (43) (see Table 1). (C) The nonphosphory-
lated RyR model is adopted from a Markovian model
described by Saftenku et al. (49), where we also obtained
the parameters associated with the closed states C1–C5,
and the open states O1–O3. The implementation of RyR
Ca21-dependent inactivation is depicted by dotted lines,
and proceeds upon Ca21 binding to handpicked states
(O1, C3) found to be prevalent throughout the simula-
tions. (D) We introduce a new model for the phosphor-
ylated RyR (seeMethods), which is similar in principle to
that depicted in Fig. 2 B, with the addition of a Ca21-
dependent inactivation process. Parameters are obtained
from a study by Uehara et al. (23) on gating kinetics of
phosphorylated RyR (see Table 2).
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arrhythmic events. Although the addition of the Ca21-inactivated state pro-
vides a pathway that was not present in the original model of Saftenku et al.
(49), we ﬁnd this modiﬁcation necessary to appropriately describe pertinent
properties, in particular the decline of elementary Ca21-release events.
Effects of b-adrenergic stimulation
b-Adrenergic stimulation of cardiac myocytes has been found to result in
a signiﬁcant increase in both LCC and RyR Ca21 inﬂux, through a process
involving channel phosphorylation mediated by the cAMP/PKA pathway
(20,22,54). Under the effects of b-adrenergic stimulation, active single-
channel sweeps have shown that the increase in Ca21 inﬂux arises from a
combined effect of elevated levels of open probability and availability, and
is less likely to be a result of elevated unitary current values (23,43).
In this part of our study, we analyze the role ofb-adrenergic stimulation in
Ca21 signaling by introducing reaction schemes and parameters (Fig. 2,A and
D, and Tables 1 and 2) relevant to channels under phosphorylated conditions.
We simulate cases where the cleft molecular stoichiometry remains the same
(ﬁve LCCs and 25RyRs)while individual channels are either phosphorylated
or nonphosphorylated, as speciﬁed. For example, suppose that persistent
b-adrenergic stimulation of the myocyte gives rise to phosphorylation of
;20% of the channels. This implies that one LCC and ﬁve RyRs in the cleft
will be represented by reaction schemes relevant to the phosphorylated
case, whereas the other four LCCs and 20 RyRs will be governed by models
for nonphosphorylated channels. Our ultimate goal is to describe the impact
of channel phosphorylation on Ca21 signaling. Consequently, we do not
distinguish between the various b-adrenergic receptor subtypes.
Gating of phosphorylated RyRs is a complex and controversial process
that is yet to be fully understood. In the absence of consensus about the exact
dynamics of phosphorylated RyRs, we consider a simple model to describe
the activity of phosphorylated RyRs. Rather thanmakingmodiﬁcations to the
model in Saftenku et al., which we use to describe nonphosphorylated RyRs,
we choose to introduce a new reaction scheme (Fig. 2D) similar in principle to
that of the LCC. The phosphorylated RyR gates from a closed state (C.p) into
an open state (O.p), whereas Ca21 generation ismediated by transitions of the
open state back to itself. We adopt reaction parameters (Table 2) from values
reported in a study by Uehara et al. on the ligand-induced gating kinetics of
phosphorylated RyR channels from canine myocytes (23). To describe the
termination of SR Ca21 release, we append a Ca21-dependent inactivated
state to themodel (Fig. 2D). Sincewe do not knowhowphosphorylationmay
alter the Ca21 sensitivity of RyRs, we begin the phosphorylated RyR in an
already-activated state. Studies by Reiken et al. (22) have correlated
progressive PKA phosphorylation of RyR to cardiac dysfunction. We want
this model to capture interesting effects of phosphorylation that may present a
potential indicator for heart disease.Webear inmind thatwe havemademajor
approximations in this part of our study, such that this set of results may
broadly describe effects of phosphorylation but will not reveal other intricate
Ca21-release properties in all accuracy.
Interestingly, the enhanced activity of phosphorylated LCCs bears close
resemblance to the behavior of LCCs in failing human ventricular myocytes
(43), drawing attention to the idea that a high, steady-state level of LCC
phosphorylation is an important feature in heart failure. For the phosphor-
ylated LCC model, we use a scheme similar to that for nonphosphorylated
LCCs (Fig. 2 A), but change the gating parameters (Table 1) to those
obtained from failing hearts. Gating parameters for nonphosphorylated and
phosphorylated LCCs are derived from the same experimental study by
Schro¨der et al. (43).
Effects of Ca21 buffering
The association and dissociation of free Ca21 ions with endogenous Ca21
buffers can be one of the determinants of Ca21 spark properties. The ma-
jority of these buffers are immobile intracellular molecules with the potential
to immobilize Ca21 and momentarily dampen the effects of localized Ca21
elevation. It has been estimated that .90% of Ca21 ions entering a sub-
cellular microdomain are able to bind rapidly to a range of immobile endog-
enous buffers constituting a variety of Ca21-binding properties. For example,
calmodulin and troponin C possess speciﬁc Ca21-binding sites, whereas the
TT and SR phospholipid membranes inherently possess high Ca21-binding
capacity but with low afﬁnity (55).
To examine the effects of buffering on the local Ca21 response, we model
a few scenarios of buffering by incorporating immobile, membrane-bound
Ca21-binding sites on the top and bottom surfaces (TT and SR membranes).
We compare the consequences of high and low densities of buffers and of
buffers with high and low binding afﬁnities, based on previously studied
parameters (55).
TABLE 2 Ryanodine receptor parameters
State transitions Rate constants Source
Unitary conductance
O14 O1 0.35 3 106 s1 (iRyR ;0.1 pA) Based on:
O24 O2 ,0.07 pA, under physiological conditions Guatimosim et al. (16)
O34 O3 ,0.6 pA, with competing ions Cs1 and Mg21 Mejia-Alaverez et al. (50)
O.p4 O.p
Ca21-dependent inactivation









Gating scheme obtained from a Markovian
model of cardiac RyRs
Maximum likelihood estimation of rate constants
to model RyR gating
Saftenku et al. (49)
Phosphorylated
O.p/ C.p topen ¼ 2.01 ms Uehara et al. (23)
C.p/ O.p ko/c ¼ 497.5 s1
tclosed ¼ 1.15 ms
kc/o ¼ 869.6 s1
2004 Koh et al.
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The MCell simulation environment
MCell uses Monte Carlo algorithms (by pseudorandom number generation) to
stochastically describe 3D Brownian random-walk diffusion and chemical
reaction kinetics in complex spatial environments (www.mcell.cnl.salk.edu,
(56)).Reaction transitionprobabilities are calculatedaccording touser-speciﬁed
rate constants, and compared to the value of a generated random number to
decide the succeeding reaction state. The user deﬁnes the model using a special
model description language, which MCell will parse to create corresponding
C11 objects and simulations according to user instructions. To model a
system using MCell, it is necessary to specify 1) geometry of the subcellular
ultrastucture; 2) diffusion constants of diffusing ligands; 3) positions of effector
sites that interactwith ligands; 4) chemical reactionmechanisms and kinetic rate
constants governing the system; and 5) an appropriate time step and the number
of Monte Carlo time steps or iterations to simulate.
Simulations were performed on a dual Xeon 1.0 GHz workstation
running the Hummingbird Exceed 8.0 X-server. It took;3 min of computer
time to simulate 100 ms of real time. To speed up simulations, we used the
MCell runtime optimization method of 3D spatial partitioning. Spatial
partitions are transparent planes that the user places to create subvolumes in
the modeled space, thus reducing the computation power required to track
the movements of individual molecules to each subvolume. In this manner,
computing speed is less dependent on microdomain complexity. MCell
allows the user to export simulation results into visualization data formats
for a variety of graphic tools. In this study, 3D images were rendered with
IBM Data Explorer (www.opendx.org) using the companion visualization
package DReAMM (www.mcell.psc.edu/DReAMM).
RESULTS
Having established a Monte Carlo model of a dyadic cleft,
one can try to investigate the properties of Ca21 release
within the cleft following a depolarization protocol repre-
sentative of the voltage changes in an AP. Deterministic and
FIGURE 3 (A) Single-trial data on LCC
ﬂux, gating, and inactivation for the entire
simulation duration (250 ms, left panels)
and in higher time resolution (ﬁrst ms, right
panels). Data are obtained from a cleft
model of Dcleft ¼ 12 nm and Lcleft ¼ 100
nm, containing ﬁve LCCs and 25 RyRs. No
RyR activation or LCC voltage inactivation
is observed in the ﬁrst ms. The top traces
track LCC ﬂux, whereas the remaining
traces track LCC activity in speciﬁc reac-
tion states per time point. The top right
trace also depicts the precise number of
Ca21 ions present in the cleft for the ﬁrst
ms, and when compared to the total LCC
ﬂux (of .10 times greater magnitude), can
demonstrate that diffusion-mediated Ca21
efﬂux occurs rapidly. (B) Representative
visualization of activity (0.1 ms per frame)
in the model described in Fig. 3 A. The TT
membrane (top, shaded) bears ﬁve LCCs
(green) that have all been Ca21- or voltage-
inactivated at 14 ms into the simulation.
The SR membrane (bottom, unshaded)
bears 25 RyRs in the closed (yellow) or
open (red) states. Free Ca21 ions are
depicted as red spheres. This frame se-
quence illustrates a propagating pattern of
RyR activation that is evident by following
the open RyRs as time progresses.
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partially deterministic models of myocyte Ca21 release
(4,7,57) have tracked LCC mediated responses to changes in
membrane potential during the course of an AP using, e.g.,
Hodgkin-Huxley-type equations. Experimentally and theo-
retically, it has been determined that at the initiation of an
AP, the cardiac ventricular sarcolemmal membrane experi-
ences a sharp depolarization from around 80 mV to 120
mV followed by a gradual repolarization. Moreover, for
more than three-quarters of an AP, the cardiac ventricular
sarcolemmal membrane resides in the near-zero to positive
potential range, implying that membrane potential does not
change drastically much of this time, and that approximating
the voltage dependence of LCC parameters will not critically
affect dyadic cleft [Ca21]. This assumption is further
supported by ﬁndings that Ca21-mediated inactivation is a
more signiﬁcant mode of LCC inactivation than voltage
inactivation (58). In addition, although LCC currents play a
major role in activating Ca21 release from the jSR, they do
not contribute signiﬁcantly to the subspace [Ca21] once SR
release has been triggered. Thus Ca21 spark duration and
magnitude is relatively independent of the triggering sparklet
(37). These considerations have prompted us to suggest that
a simpliﬁed LCC simulation reﬂecting a voltage-clamp sce-
nario can be a sufﬁciently accurate representation of trigger
Ca21 inﬂux. An added beneﬁt of this assumption is the pos-
sibility of deﬁning the voltage-dependent parameters used in
the model (unitary current, the rate of voltage-inactivation,
and channel gating kinetics) to be equivalent to those ex-
perimentally determined under actual voltage-clamp con-
ditions (0 mV, 110 mV, and 120 mV (37,44,43)). We
thus assume throughout this study that the TT membrane is
voltage-clamped at the beginning of each simulation to
;110 mV and remains so for the entire response duration.
To conﬁrm that LCC inactivation is primarily Ca21-
mediated, we tracked the LCC behavior in a dyadic cleft of
Lcleft ¼ 100 nm and Dcleft ¼ 12 nm, containing ﬁve LCCs
and 25 RyRs. At any time point, each of the ﬁve LCCs may
exist in the open (conducting), closed, Ca21-inactivated, or
voltage-inactivated states. Fig. 3 A shows representative
single-trial data on LCC ﬂux, gating, and inactivation for the
entire simulation duration (left panels), and, in greater detail,
events that take place in the ﬁrst millisecond (right panels).
Note that in the initial phase of membrane excitation none of
the RyRs have yet been activated by the trigger Ca21. Since
Ca21 and voltage inactivation are known to be independent
processes (46), here we assume that Ca21-inactivated LCCs
can also be voltage-inactivated. These traces show that
Ca21 inactivation of some of the LCCs can occur as early as
,1 ms after the onset of the AP, whereas maximum Ca21
inactivation (involving all ﬁve LCCs in the cleft) is reached
within the ﬁrst 20 ms. Voltage inactivation, on the other
hand, gradually sets in later at ;40 ms after the onset of
the AP. Overall, the LCC opening events are distributed
stochastically, with some instances of ‘‘bursts’’ representing
a few openings in rapid succession. Note that although up to
650 Ca21 ions are generated into the cleft in the ﬁrst
millisecond, the corresponding maximum Ca21 level in the
cleft amounts to only ;50 ions. It is apparent that a vast
majority of Ca21 ions released into the modeled cleft are
expected to diffuse rapidly into the surrounding cytosolic
space. Fig. 3 B is a visual representation of sequential events
in the cleft during the 14th ms, at a resolution of 0.1 ms per
frame. At this time, all ﬁve LCCs (smaller hexagons, top
surface) have been either Ca21- or voltage-inactivated. The
inﬂux of Ca21 ions (depicted as red spheres) in the cleft is
observed to correspond to the spatial propagation of RyR
(larger hexagons, bottom surface) activity. A more detailed
view of Ca21 inﬂux over the ﬁrst 5 ms is given in the Sup-
plementary Material.
To determine the Ca21 response within a single cleft after
the onset of depolarization, we determined the number of
Ca21 ions within a standard cleft (Lcleft ¼ 100 nm, Dcleft ¼
12 nm) as a function of time (Fig. 4 A). The single-cleft Ca21
response (inset) shows that the number of Ca21 ions can vary
from zero to 60 ions over the course of a simulation, whereas
the peak of the Ca21 response averaged from 100 indepen-
dent trials is only ;23 ions. Thus, the average, predicted
response is clearly far from deterministic and is subject to
substantial stochastic variations. For the case of the standard
cleft, the predicted Ca21 response reaches a peak after 9.75
ms, gradually declining to basal levels by the end of 200 ms.
This model reproduces critical features of experimentally
observed Ca21 sparks. In particular, the time to peak for the
Ca21 response is very similar to that previously recorded for
Ca21 sparks in mouse ventricular myocytes (10 ms) using
confocal image analysis (59). At each given time, low
numbers of ions in the cleft will translate into signiﬁcant
magnitudes of [Ca21] due to the small cleft volume (1.2 3
1013 mL). The peak of the average response, for instance,
is ;300 mM. This value is signiﬁcantly higher than the
estimates presented in some previous deterministic and
semistochastic models (4), but is consistent with other
estimates (3). It is instructive to consider that a single Ca21
ion within the assumed dyadic cleft volume would be
equivalent to ;13 mM, which is also above the range given
in many modeling and experimental estimates. The signif-
icance of predicting these relatively high levels of Ca21 in
dyadic spaces will be discussed below.
One of the main goals of this study was to investigate the
dependence of Ca21 response on the geometry of the dyadic
cleft. It has been reported that the dimensions of the dyadic
spaces may vary in different species, and also during myocyte
development in the same species. In addition, it has been
suggested that myocyte remodeling during heart failure may
contribute to a changed dyad geometry, possibly through in-
creased separation between the TT and SR membranes (40).
To address the importance of the proximity of these two
membranes conﬁning a dyadic cleft, we have progressively
changed the membrane separation (Dcleft) from 9 to 40 nm.
This variation resulted in signiﬁcant changes in the peak of
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the amplitude of the response, whereas the response duration
was not signiﬁcantly affected (Fig. 4 B). More precisely, the
[Ca21] responses over time were averaged over 100 runs and
ﬁtted with a sum of two exponentials, describing the rise to
the peak and the subsequent decline in [Ca21]. The rate of
the rise in [Ca21] displays signiﬁcant variation with Dcleft.
Accordingly, we also ﬁnd that the frequently measured ‘‘rise
time,’’ deﬁned as the time between the onset and peak of the
response, displays high sensitivity to the cleft geometry. This
is evident where the rise time consistently increases while
Dcleft is progressively increased (Fig. 4 B, inset). The
estimated rise time increases from 5 to 50 ms, with the 9.75-
ms rise time for Dcleft ¼ 12 nm displaying the closest cor-
relation to previously reported values (see, e.g., Wang et al.
(29,37) and Bers (59)). The peak [Ca21], on the other hand,
decreases systematically with an increase in Dcleft, indicating
a possible loss of LCC/RyR coupling due to spatial sep-
aration (Fig. 4 B, inset) leading to compromised Ca21
signaling efﬁciency.
Since the size of the dyadic cleft can also vary in terms
of the dimensions of the TT and SR membranes (in addition
to the gap separating them), we have also analyzed the de-
pendence of Ca21 response on the larger, x,y dimensions of
the cleft (Lcleft). In particular, square membrane portions
of 100–500-nm dimensions were analyzed for a constant
Dcleft of 12 nm. Interestingly, the amplitude of Ca
21
response showed very little sensitivity to Lcleft in the 300–
500 nm range, whereas the response was increasingly more
pronounced as Lcleft was varied from 200 to 100 nm (Fig.
5 A). Overall, the amplitude of the response for the assumed
Dcleft of 12 nm varied less than twofold. The rise-time
variation was modest, changing marginally between 8.25
and 9.75 ms (Fig. 5 B). These results suggest that the
dimensions of the TT and SR membranes might not be
crucially important in determining the properties of a spark.
Indeed, if one considers that changing Lcleft from 300 to 500
nm would result in an approximately threefold increase in the
cleft volume and a;1.5-fold increase in the area of the ‘‘side
walls’’ through which Ca21 is assumed to escape, one sees
that these geometry changes are comparatively similar to the
increases in volume and escape area resulting from the
FIGURE 4 The Ca21 response after the onset of depolarization as a
function of time. Each simulated cleft consists of ﬁve LCCs and 25 RyRs,
and a standard Lcleft of 100 nm. (A) We ﬁrst observe the response in a cleft
with the assumed normal membrane separation of Dcleft ¼ 12 nm, averaged
from 100 independent trials. The averaged number of Ca21 ions in the cleft
(scatter plot) is ﬁt to an exponential function (smooth curve) consisting
of one rise-time constant and 1 decay-time constant. The predicted rise time
of 9.75 ms is very close to that previously measured in Ca21 sparks using rat
ventricular myocytes. The inset shows results from two separate, single trials
depicting the stochasticity of Ca21 release. (B) Dcleft is progressively varied
from 9–40 nm to study the effects of geometry changes in the cleft. After the
onset of each AP, the Ca21 level reaches a peak after ;5–50 ms and
gradually declines after 150 ms. The model demonstrates how, e.g.,
doubling of Dcleft from 12 nm to 24 nm, will result in a markedly reduced
[Ca21]. Further increasing the intermembrane distance to 40 nm produces a
ﬂuctuating trace of extremely low [Ca21], a condition which might lead to
altered contractile properties of the myocyte. The inset shows the
dependence of rise time and peak [Ca21] on Dcleft (x axis not to scale).
This model corresponds qualitatively to results from earlier deterministic
models of Ca21 release.
FIGURE 5 (A) [Ca21] as a function of time in clefts containing ﬁve LCCs
and 25 RyRs. Dcleft is ﬁxed at 12 nm, whereas Lcleft ranges from 100–500
nm. (B) The dependence of peak [Ca21] and rise time on Lcleft. The
amplitudes of these parameters change modestly with Lcleft, in contrast to a
higher dependence on Dcleft (Fig. 4 B, inset). These results suggest that
membrane separation is likely to play a greater role in Ca21 regulation than
the lateral-cleft dimensions.
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increases in Dcleft from 9 to 25 nm and from 9 to 15 nm,
respectively. However, the described change to Lcleft results
in virtually no decrease in the peak [Ca21], whereas the cor-
responding changes to Dcleft result in approximately six- and
twofold decreases in the peak [Ca21].
Confocal imaging has been successfully used in con-
junction with patch-clamping to visualize Ca21 inﬂux cor-
responding to single sparks and sparklets (29,37). In these
studies, Wang et al. introduced a way to characterize the
‘‘signal mass’’ of sparklets by measuring the space-time
integral of the associated Ca21 dye ﬂuorescence intensity. A
linear correlation between the visualized ‘‘signal mass’’ and
the actual time-integrated Ca21 inﬂux has been observed. To
investigate the quantitative and qualitative relation between
the channel ﬂux and Ca21 present in the model, we adopt the
above-described correlation method. We determine the
dependence of the time integral of the number of Ca21
ions in the cleft on the time integral of Ca21 inﬂux through
both types of channels (also equal to sum total of Ca21
efﬂux), taken over the time course of simulation of single
sparks (Fig. 6 A). The stochasticity of the response was
evident in the ranges of the integrals for individual sparks
spanning an order of magnitude, in qualitative agreement
with the variation of Ca21 inﬂux observed by Wang et al.
(37). For each speciﬁed geometry, the integrals displayed
excellent linear correlation. The slopes of the lines indicate
the capacity of the clefts to transiently accumulate Ca21 ions.
In particular, the slopes obtained in Fig. 6 A (0.76, 0.29, and
0.04) are directly related to the corresponding cleft volumes
(3.0 3 1012 mL,1.08 3 1012 mL, and 1.2 3 1013 mL),
suggesting that the cleft volume is the main determinant
of total Ca21 accumulation for the constant Dcleft of 12 nm.
However, should Dcleft be varied (Fig. 6 B), the slopes of
similar correlations do not signiﬁcantly differ from each
other, even though the cleft volume may differ approxi-
mately fourfold. This indicates that an increased coupling
between LCC and RyR may compensate the decreased
capacity for Ca21 accumulation in smaller cleft volumes.
Within the same cleft dimensions, we found that no cor-
relation was present between the total Ca21 inﬂuxes through
LCCs and RyRs (Fig. 6 C). This result provides additional
evidence that RyR behavior is predominantly independent of
LCC currents, and that LCC currents serve only as a trigger
to regulate the onset, but not the entire time course, of
the spark. In sum, [Ca21] during a spark development is
mediated primarily by RyR and not LCC. The data presented
in Fig. 6, A–C, suggest that, at least for the purposes of
determining [Ca21] in a cleft, the assumed size (x,y dimen-
sions) of a dyadic cleft is not as signiﬁcant as the inter-
membrane separation. This ﬁnding further supports the
importance of proximity of LCC and RyR molecules in Ca21
spark regulation.
FIGURE 6 To investigate the relationship between
the channel inﬂux and the amount of Ca21 present
in the cleft, we obtain the integrals of these two
parameters over time. (A) Correlations between the
time integral of Ca21 inﬂux (
R
(iLCC 1 iRyR)dt), and
the sum total of Ca21 residing in the cleft (
R
Ca21dt),
taken over the entire duration of each simulation.
Lcleft ranges from 100 to 500 nm, whereas Dcleft is
unchanged at 12 nm. (B) Dcleft ranges from 9 to 40
nm, whereas Lcleft is unchanged at 100 nm. Each line
represents the correlation between channel inﬂux and
cleft Ca21 for a particular geometry. When only Lcleft
is changed, as in panel A, the magnitudes of the
slopes exhibit a dependence on the cleft volumes.
This is not observed when only Dcleft is varied, as in
panel B. It is possible that greater membrane
separation increases the cleft volume and its capacity
to transiently store Ca21, while compromising LCC/
RyR coupling efﬁcacy. The tradeoff between cleft
volume and channel coupling can account for the
resulting similar slopes for clefts of different volumes
upon variation of Dcleft. (C) The time integral of
Ca21 inﬂux through LCCs is compared with that
through RyRs. No correlation is evident, suggesting
that LCC currents serve only as a trigger regulating
the onset of spark development, and that SR release
is independent of LCC inﬂux much of the time.
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So far we have considered a single dyadic cleft. However,
it is important to see whether coupling between several clefts
will affect Ca21 regulation. Neighboring clefts are thought to
be spaced ;2 mm apart longitudinally (across neighboring
sarcomeres) and 0.2–0.8 mm transversely (down the trans-
verse tubule/in the plane of the Z-line) (9,60–62). During the
course of a Ca21 spark, local [Ca21] may reach high values.
However it is usually assumed that Ca21 dissipates rapidly
between the clefts to levels that are too low to activate release
events in neighboring clefts. To investigate how local [Ca21]
will be affected when the spatial separation between clefts is
removed, we modeled a test case where multiple clefts are
compacted adjacent to one another (illustrated in Fig. 1 C).
Here, we deﬁne that a cluster of channels consisting of ﬁve
LCCs and 25 RyRs is equivalent to one ‘‘CaRU.’’ The
resultant conjoint dyadic cleft will have dimensions Lcleft,1 ¼
100 nm and Lcleft,2 ¼ 400 nm, and consist of 20 LCCs and
100 RyR molecules (four CaRUs). Compared to a single
cleft where Lcleft ¼ 100 nm (containing one CaRU), this new
space gave rise to a 2.75-fold increase in peak amplitude
to 0.85 mM, and much shorter rise time of ;3 ms. This
maximal [Ca21] approaches a level close to the extracellular
and lumenal [Ca21] of 1 mM. The effect of the ‘‘stacked’’
morphology on simulated spark properties can be further
analyzed by comparisons to square dyadic clefts of the same
volume (2003 2003 12 nm3) containing either the standard
assumed single CaRU or, to preserve relative stoichoimetry,
the denser conﬁguration of four CaRUs. In fact, the quantity
of channels in four CaRUs is similar to that commonly
assumed in modeling analyses (5). The response curves
suggest that the stacked geometry results in an approxi-
mately threefold increase in [Ca21] amplitude compared to
that containing a single CaRU, and an approximately twofold
lower response compared to the square cleft containing four
CaRUs. The response peak of 1.6 mM in the case of four
CaRUs (Lclef ¼ 200 nm) is likely to be too close to (or higher
than) the lumenal [Ca21] to be physiologically relevant,
suggesting that lumenal Ca21 can be transiently depleted in
this case, pushing the current model to the limit of applica-
bility. Nevertheless, we attempted to analyze the dependence
of Ca21 responses in the stacked geometry (Lcleft,1 ¼ 100 nm,
Lcleft,2 ¼ 400 nm) and the square cleft (Lcleft ¼ 200 nm), both
containing four CaRUs, on a variation in Dcleft (Fig. 7 B). Not
unexpectedly, the peaks of the responses were very sensitive
to Dcleft, varying approximately four- to sixfold. The rise time
was signiﬁcantly lower than that assumed in the standard
geometry, being ,5 ms for most of the geometries assumed.
Overall, the results in Fig. 7, A and B, suggest that increasing
the numbers of LCCs and RyRs per dyad can result in
signiﬁcant increases in [Ca21]—a scenario that may not be
physiologically plausible.
Binding of b-adrenergic agonists such as norepinephrine
and isoproterenol to the b-AR or sarcolemma of ventricular
myocytes increases intracellular levels of cAMP via Gs-
protein induced stimulation of adenylyl cyclase. cAMP in
turn activates PKA, which causes phosphorylation of pro-
teins involved in Ca21 homeostasis, such as phospholamban,
LCC, and RyR. This cascade of events leads to an increase in
the [Ca21] transient, and to a positive inotropic effect. In
normal, healthy cardiomyocytes, acute b-adrenergic stimu-
lation might be a part of the ‘‘ﬁght or ﬂight’’ response,
resulting in enhanced EC coupling, higher [Ca21]i transients,
and faster pacing. In myocytes from failing hearts, however,
there has been evidence of chronically high b-adrenergic
stimulation and, paradoxically, decreased rates of contrac-
tion and relaxation and depressed Ca21 transients. More-
over, it has been suggested that the coupling between LCC
and RyR can be diminished in states preceding chronic heart
failure, e.g., in postmyocardial infarction myocytes, due to
geometric reorganization of dyadic clefts. To explore the
FIGURE 7 (A) Effects of varying geometry and channel density in models
of Dcleft ¼ 12 nm. Each CaRU is deﬁned to be a cluster of ﬁve LCCs and 25
RyRs, and is denoted by a single asterisk in the ﬁgure. We ﬁrst compare two
models of similar dimensions (Lcleft ¼ 200 nm; square x,y dimensions), with
one containing four CaRUs (blue) and the other containing one CaRU (red).
To investigate how local [Ca21] will be affected when the spatial separation
between clefts is removed, we also model a test case where Lcleft,1 ¼ 100 nm
and Lcleft,2 ¼ 400 nm. This is equivalent to compacting multiple clefts
adjacent to one another (see visualization in Fig. 1 C). (B) Comparison of
models containing four CaRUs, across values of Dcleft ranging from 9 to 40
nm. The main ﬁgure depicts [Ca21] as a function of time for the model of
Lcleft¼ 200 nm, whereas the inset depicts the same for the model of Lcleft,1¼
100 nm and Lcleft,2 ¼ 400 nm. Due to the rapid decay of Ca21 response, the
timescale for this ﬁgure is presented up to only 100 ms.
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potential role of PKA-mediated phosphorylation in dyadic
clefts of various geometries, we extended our model to in-
clude the experimentally determined characteristics of LCC
and RyR functions in phosphorylated states (Fig. 8). In the
simulations we assumed that various percentages of LCCs
and RyRs can be phosphorylated, so that their gating prop-
erties become altered (see Methods for details). Phosphoryl-
ation of Ca21 channels was found to progressively increase
the amplitude of the peak up to sixfold when the phospho-
rylation status was varied from 0 to 100%. The [Ca21]
proﬁles converged rapidly at ;20 ms due to rapid decay,
after which they diverged steadily, with proﬁles for higher
degrees of phosphorylation attaining basal Ca21 levels
earlier. Based on these proﬁles, it is likely that high levels of
channel phosphorylation can lead to both accelerated and
enhanced Ca21 transients, which in turn can alter contractile
properties. The quick onset of the Ca21 response in the event
of phosphorylation was primarily a consequence of the almost
immediate opening of RyRs after the AP initiation. In sum, the
phoshorylation data suggest that the spark properties can be
signiﬁcantly affected by adrenergic signaling serving as an
easily adjustable regulator of EC coupling.
In separate studies on the effects of Ca21 buffering, we
have incorporated in our model immobile Ca21-binding
molecules that bear parameters of known endogenous Ca21
buffers. An Lcleft of 200 nm was selected to allow us to test
the effects of saturating the cleft with a large amount of
buffer molecules (110 on the SR membrane and 125 on the
TT membrane) as opposed to a moderate level of buffers (50
on each membrane). In every case, the standard stoichiom-
etry of ﬁve LCCs and 25 RyRs per cleft was used. For each
level of buffering intensity, we compared the extreme cases
of strong binding afﬁnity (modeled after troponin C) and low
binding afﬁnity (modeled after inherent sarcolemmal-mem-
brane Ca21 buffering) using known buffering reaction kine-
tics (55). The results, as shown in Supplementary Material,
indicate that the effects of buffering are sensitive to neither
the amount of buffers nor the buffering intensity. The aver-
aged Ca21 responses for all buffered cases decreased in peak
by approximately ﬁve ions compared to the nonbuffered
case, but otherwise remained unchanged in terms of rise time
and rate of decay. It is possible that rapidly diffusing Ca21
escapes so readily from the small cleft volume that any
effects of momentary Ca21 removal due to buffering become
negligible. The strong positive feedback mechanism of CICR
could also contribute to the insensitivity of the Ca21 re-
sponse to buffering.
Establishing a fully stochastic model of Ca21 regulation
events in a dyadic cleft provides one with the advantage of
being able to study the level of ‘‘noisiness’’ of the response.
In particular, an important question relevant to the notion of
local control of EC coupling is whether the localized Ca21-
release events are predicted to be too stochastic to exert any
reasonable control of Ca21 efﬂux from a dyadic space or of
local contraction regulation. Another way this question can
be put is ‘‘how distinct is the Ca21 concentration in a single
dyad from the average Ca21 concentration produced by
multiple sparks in multiple dyads that characterizes the
whole cell level of contraction control?’’ If the deviation
from the average Ca21 level is strong, one can ask how many
dyadic clefts should contribute to the local output to render
the local response sufﬁciently close to the average to ensure
robust contractility regulation. We have addressed this ques-
tion by determining the number of Ca21 ions in a standard
dyadic cleft over 250 ms. It is evident (Fig. 4 A, inset) that
single dyadic cleft responses can be signiﬁcantly different in
terms of both amplitude and duration of response from the
average of multiple simulated dyadic-space responses (Fig.
4 A). It follows that to achieve the level of control suggested
by the average [Ca21] response, the outputs from several dyadic
spaces may need to be coupled to attain the ﬁnal contraction
output. To assess the noise reduction with the number of
summed up dyadic spaces we measured the deviation of the
responses averaged over a varying number of clefts from the






j½Ca21 t  ½Ca21 avg;tj
½Ca21 avg;t
; (1)
where t is a time step in a simulation. We found that for the
normal assumed cleft geometry Xn is reduced on average
by 30%, if responses of 10 clefts are averaged, and by;50%
for 20 clefts, compared to the average Xn value for a single
cleft (Fig. 9). Thus the combined output can closely approach
the true average spark response if 10–20 dyadic clefts contri-
bute to it in a coordinated fashion. AP propagation can serve
to synchronize the onset of the sparks so that the ‘‘averaging’’
is efﬁciently performed by the cell.
FIGURE 8 Effects of different levels of LCC and RyR phosphorylation in
clefts containing ﬁve LCCs and 25 RyRs. The extent of channel phos-
phorylation was varied from 0% to 100% to investigate its inﬂuence on Ca21
release (see Methods for detailed description). Phosphorylation of Ca21
channels was found to progressively increase the amplitude of the peak
response up to sixfold. One possible consequence is an alteration of myocyte
contractile properties. Due to the rapid decay of Ca21 response, the time-
scale for this ﬁgure is presented up to only 80 ms.
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DISCUSSION
Here we describe a 3D Monte Carlo model of the dyadic
cleft, a fundamental site of Ca21 release. In the development
of the model, we seek to provide a mechanistic view of the
events underlying Ca21 spark formation and, in turn, under-
stand how the spatially restricted microenvironment of the
dyad could affect spark properties. Under physiological con-
ditions, Ca21-mediated coupling between LCCs and RyRs
exhibits stochastic kinetics, a phenomenon caused in part by
the small cleft volume (;1.0–20.03 1019 L), as well as the
stochastic nature of channel gating and diffusion processes
within these local domains (3–7). If one were to model this
system in a fully deterministic way, it would be necessary to
assume that the concentrations of participating molecular
species do not undergo discontinuous changes due to the
ﬁnite numbers of the corresponding molecules. Within
dyadic clefts, however, this assumption fails, as Ca21 ﬂuxes
from the SR and extracellular space resulting in appearance
of relatively few ions can create very high local Ca21 con-
centrations (6). Given the above reasons, we have employed
a completely stochastic approach to help us understand Ca21
regulation events in the dyadic cleft.
This model allowed us to incorporate a variety of exper-
imentally determined parameters of Ca21 regulation into sim-
ulations, where channels and ions were traced as stochastically
behaving molecules embedded in a simpliﬁed geometry
bearing dimensions reported for real dyadic clefts. Ca21
ions, often as few as less than a dozen per cleft at the peak
of Ca21 generation, were modeled as particles undergoing
random walks. Thus, the model provided us with a realistic
view of spatially inhomogeneous stochastic processes
involved in a localized Ca21 response. LCC and RyR mol-
ecules were also described in a stochastic manner by incorpo-
ration of complex regulation schemes based on previously
reported single-channel data.
Previous mathematical descriptions of LCC behavior
were based on mode-switching between normal and Ca21-
inactivated states, governed by a rate constant that is a function
of subspace Ca21 concentration (4,63). This method of mod-
eling can account for the Ca21-dependent behavior of the
LCC, assuming that Ca21 levels are well averaged through-
out the modeled space. However, as described above,
localized ﬂuctuations of Ca21 levels in the cleft might be
signiﬁcant enough to render such a deterministic method
inaccurate and unreliable. One of our goals was to describe
the stochastic effects in this system at the level of individual
ions. For instance, when we modeled the Ca21-inactivation
mechanism, we accounted for the binding kinetics of
individual Ca21 ions to CaM (46), as opposed to determin-
istic methods where [Ca21] is approximated. We based our
description of LCC Ca21-dependent inactivation on a study
by Peterson et al. (48), which suggested that the high-afﬁnity
sites of CaM, not the low-afﬁnity sites, are responsible for
this process. The LCC reaction scheme in this model reﬂects
the above experimental ﬁndings by accommodating two
Ca21-binding events before the Ca21-inactivated state is
attained (Fig. 2 A).
Unitary RyR Ca21 currents have been measured in
artiﬁcial bilayers under conditions that often underestimate
the level of multiple ions present in physiological solutions
(64,65). This has led to the belief that unitary current is close
to a large value of ;0.35 pA, as opposed to other obser-
vations that estimate unitary RyR current to be;0.1 pA. The
discrepancy can be explained by experiments (50) that
demonstrate that physiological levels of monovalent
cations and Mg21 are able to compete effectively with Ca21
as a charge carrier in cardiac RyR. Experiments performed
in artiﬁcial conditions, where lumenal [Ca21] is extremely
high (up to 20 mM) and competing charge carriers are
absent, may have produced ampliﬁed unitary RyR current
values. We adopt a unitary RyR current of ;0.1 pA in our
simulations.
One aspect of RyR behavior we did not account for is the
possibility of array-based interactions like coupled gating
and inhibitory feedback (51). As pointed out in Methods, the
exact number of RyRs necessary to produce a spark remains
controversial, which is compounded by limited knowledge
about the nature of RyR recruitment and array-based RyR
interactions. It has been observed that RyRs incorporated
into artiﬁcial lipid bilayers can exhibit coupled gating (66), a
process that may be mediated by FK-binding proteins (FKBP)
associated with neighboring RyRs (67,68). Sobie et al. (5)
had previously described a model where neighboring RyRs
are complexed into homotetramers through FKBP associa-
tion, and all RyRs in each homotetramer gate in unison. This
manner of RyR description brings to mind the quantal na-
ture of Ca21 sparks reported recently by Wang et al. (29),
FIGURE 9 The stochasticity of Ca21 signaling can be moderated if Ca21
efﬂux from a relatively small number of clefts can be averaged in the
downstream Ca21-dependent events. The noise metric introduced in Eq. 1 is
plotted as a function of the number of integrated dyadic clefts of different
dimensions. Our estimates indicate that if the Ca21 responses from 10–20
dyadic clefts are integrated, the noise in the Ca21 output can be reduced by
up to 50%.
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who proposed that the quantal nature of Ca21 sparks is
revealed based on spark-ﬂux histograms that exhibit distinct,
regular peaks that are multiples of 1.2 pA. In our model,
however, the RyR is described as an independent, individual
unit that is not physically associated with any other protein.
We made this approximation in the initial stochastic sim-
ulation, bearing in mind that the exact mechanisms of many
RyR array-based interactions are not yet available in the
literature.
An important result of the simulations presented in this
study is that the incorporation of single-channel parameters
(mostly determined in patch-clamp experiments) was sufﬁ-
cient to reproduce many aspects of in vivo Ca21 spark gen-
eration with minimal extra assumptions. For example, it was
assumed that no buffer molecules were present within the
cleft; further studies presented in Supplementary Material
suggest that buffering indeed exerts negligible effect on local
Ca21 levels. We also observed that regardless of the assumed
Ca21-dependent inactivation rate of the RyR, dynamical
characteristics of averaged Ca21 sparks, such as rise time and
duration of the initial phase of response, were predicted by
the model with a degree of accuracy.
Signiﬁcantly, it was also determined that individual sparks
are likely to be highly variable and display highly stochastic
dynamics. The variability, evident from the comparison of
Ca21 time courses corresponding to individual sparks, re-
sults in a range of up to 10-fold in terms of total Ca21 outﬂux
and [Ca21] during spark generation. This variability suggests
that although individual sparks are likely to be completely
uncoupled, any degree of local control requires the integra-
tion of input from at least several sparks for downstream
contraction regulation. Our estimates indicate that if 10–20
synchronized sparks are combined, the noise in the output
can be reduced by up to 50%. In such a case one can argue
that deterministic rather than stochastic models can be used
to describe EC coupling without much error. These results
suggest that the local control theory might need to be modi-
ﬁed to assume a synchronized effect of several dyads in a
local setting, in order for it to predict the macroscopic con-
sequences of CICR.
Several previous studies have determined that the geom-
etry of dyadic clefts can range widely across species as well
as within the same species during development and disease.
In addition, many crucial proteins involved in EC coupling
are concentrated at the TT, suggesting that TT structure can
play an important role in regulating cell function (69). We
have thus studied the role of geometry alterations in the
regulation of Ca21 sparks during an AP. We found that the
sensitivity of [Ca21] response was much greater to changes
in the size of the gap separating the sarcolemma and the SR
membranes than to changes in the assumed size of a dyadic
cleft (the lateral dimensions of the membrane bounding the
cleft). High sensitivity of the Ca21 response to intermem-
brane separation was evident in terms of both the variation of
the rise time and amplitude of [Ca21].
The results of the study provide numerical evidence that
Ca21 sparks arising during AP propagation are particularly
robust to variation in the cleft size, in terms of both the rise
time and [Ca21] peak values, when the intermembrane gap is
close to its physiological value of 12 nm. The divergence of
estimates of lateral cleft size (x,y dimensions) presented in
the literature is thus likely to be of minor consequence for
quantitative aspects of [Ca21] response, given a constant
number of channels per cleft.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting
BJ Online at http://www.biophysj.org.
We are grateful to Raimond L. Winslow, Joseph L. Greenstein, and Henry
M. Colecraft for useful discussions.
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